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Abstract: 

In this paper, we discuss the architecture, design, and 
testing of the first 32-bit asynchronous wave-pipelined 
sparse-tree superconductor rapid single flux quantum 
adder implemented. Compared to the Kogge–Stone 
adder, our parallel-prefix sparse-tree adder has better 
energy efficiency with significantly reduced complexity 
(at the expense of latency) and almost no decrease in 
operation frequency.

INTRODUCTION:

One of the most universal digital circuits for almost any 
application is an added. It is the fundamental building 
block of Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs) in general-pur-
pose and special-purpose digital signal microproces-
sors. Currently, in the CMOS domain, the design space 
of adder structures has been nearly exhausted, with 
only minimal improvements shown over previous de-
signs. In contrast, emerging digital circuit technologies 
such as superconducting Rapid Single Flux Quantum 
(RSFQ) logic opens a way for researchers to explore 
new design methodologies for extremely fast, energy-
efficient adders. In RSFQ logic, most adder designs 
demonstrated to date are bit-serial or digit-serial archi-
tectures which operate on a single bit or a small group 
of bits sequentially at a very high processing rate . Such 
designs allow for simple clocking and compact struc-
tures. 

However, the latency of serial adders scales O(n), 
where n is the number of bits per operand, which leads 
to long latencies for 32-/64-bit operations in general 
purpose processors. In the past, parallel architectures 
in RSFQ have been limited to small data widths or rela-
tively long latency ripple-carry adders. One study evalu-
ated 32-/64-bit parallel Kogge-Stone RSFQ adders using 
co-flow clocking
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In the effort of realizing scalable, high-performance, 
fully parallel designs, a new technique of asynchro-
nous hybrid wave-pipelining for RSFQ circuits has been 
developed at Stony Brook University (SBU) . Later, 
as a result of the collaboration between the SBU and 
HYPRES designers, an8-bit wave-pipelined ALU was 
successfully designed, fabricated, and demonstrated 
correct operation at the rate of 20 GHz[13], [14].In this 
paper, we present the design of the first 16-bit asyn-
chronous parallel adder implemented in RSFQ logic. It 
builds upon the proven hybrid wave-pipelining tech-
niques to provide16-bit wide processing and synchro-
nization. It incorporates an energy efficient, low com-
plexity sparse-tree structure with very high processing 
rate. The work is based on a design study fora scalable 
32-bit wave-pipelined sparse-tree adder conducted at 
SBU.

FORMULATION:
The micro architecture of the adder has two main fea-
tures asynchronous hybrid wave-pipelined process-
ing and a prefix sparse-tree carry generate-propagate 
structure for arithmetic.

Hybrid wave-pipelining:

The use of data and clock waves in two-dimensional 
RSFQ circuits such as multipliers with counter-flow 
clocking was first proposed in [16]. In data-driven wave-
pipelining, data waves “self-propagate” through com-
binational (non-clocked)logic gates without any need 
for clock signals. The data waves are followed by reset 
waves that “clean up” the residual logic states of the 
gates before the next data wave arrival. The maximum 
clock rate is limited by (1) the time differences in data 
propagation paths through combinational circuits, and 
(2) the minimum time gap between data and reset sig-
nals. 
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In co-flow clocking, data are “pushed through” the cir-
cuits by clock signals, so the computation process in-
volves setup time overhead at each stage. In contrast, 
wave-pipelined circuits are data-driven, not clock-driv-
en, and as a result, they have no setup time contribu-
tion to the latency of operations. In processor design, 
the most viable approach is to use asynchronous wave-
pipelining for units with regular structure, and co-flow 
clocking for irregular circuits such as control logic.

PREFIX SPARSE-TREE CORE:

High-performance parallel adders typically use prefix 
trees which generate carries in log 2(n) time, where n is 
the number of bits of the data-path. The Kogge-Stone 
adder (KSA) [18] is considered to be the fastest among 
parallel-prefix adders. AKSA adder was successfully 
used in the 20 GHz 8-bit RSFQALU [14]. However, KSAs 
have very high complexity and a tremendous amount 
of wiring congestion. 

Further enhancements to the KSA prefix structure such 
as the sparse-tree configuration have been proposed 
and used in high-performance Intel processors [19].In 
our 16-bit RSFQ adder design, we chose the sparse-tree 
structure to reduce the number of Josephson junc-
tions (JJs)needed for its implementation without any 
significant effect on its processing rate. As a side effect, 
this will also lead to a more energy-efficient design by 
reducing the total bias current and power consump-
tion.

Fig. 1 Structural diagram of the 32-bit sparse-tree                      
adder 

It consists of the following three stages: Initialization, 
Prefix-Tree and Summation. The Initialization stage re-
ceives two 16-bit data operands A and B to create bit-
wise Generate (G) and Propagate (P) signals which will 
be merged in a logarithmic manner in the Prefix-Tree 
stage.

The Prefix-Tree stage consists of Carry-Merge (CM) 
blocksto merge the prefix signals and provides a group 
carry to each4-bit summation block. In contrast, the 
Kogge-Stone prefix-tree provides a carry to every indi-
vidual bit of the adder.DFF (D flip-flop) buffers appro-
priately delay prefix and bit-wise P signals until they are 
ready to be merged or processed at the Summation 
stage, respectively. The first three levels of the Prefix-
Tree also perform the ripple-carry addition within each 
4-bit group before data arrive at the Summation stage. 
The Summation stage computes the final sum with 
4-bitcarry-skip adders [20]. The lower-half of the adder 
(bits 7:0) can start the Summation stage early because 
all appropriate signals are ready. The upper-half of the 
adder (bits 15:8) must wait until carries for this upper 
half are calculated by the very last level of the Prefix-
Tree stage.

The Initialization stage consists of GPR_INIT logic 
blocks, one for each bit. The GPR_INIT creates the bit-
wise prefix functions described as Gi = Ai • Bi and Pi = 
Ai ⊕ Bi where i is the bit index column ranging from 15 
down to 0 in the 16-bitadder. These functions are eas-
ily realized through clocked AND and XOR gates in a 
co-flow clocking arrangement. The clock isthe Rdy sig-
nal provided to all bits through a distribution tree built 
with passive transmission lines (PTLs). Additionally, it 
is necessary to create the trailing reset signal R which 
will be used to reset the asynchronous elements in the 
Prefix-Tree. Signal Ris a copy of the Rdy signal for each 
bit with JJ-based delay lines to ensure data signals are 
processed before reset follows in the asynchronously 
wave-pipelined Prefix-Tree. The Prefix-Tree stage is 
built with CM blocks to merge the prefix signals as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

Merging of the prefix signalsis described in [18]. It is 
implemented with CFFs (resettable Muller C-flip-flop 
gates based on the Muller C-element [22],[23]) and 
confluence buffers used as asynchronous OR gates. 
The CFFs provide the following functions. First, they 
behave as asynchronous AND gates.
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Second, they are used as keyre-synchronization ele-
ments for wave-pipelining allowing data waves to wait 
until all their appropriate signals arrive. Due to the 
encoding of the prefix signals, confluence buffers can 
be safely used as asynchronous OR gates without any 
danger of violating the time separation requirement 
of their input pulses. The Summation stage has a 4-bit 
carry-skip adder block [20]for each 4-bit group. In our 
carry-skip adders, the generation of a carry-in to the 
two most significant bits of the group is done in paral-
lel with the calculation of the two least significant sum 
bits in the group. For each group, the signal Propagate-
Propagate (PP) obtained from the Prefix-Tree denotes 
whether a carry-in will propagate through the lower 2 
bits of the group or not. This propagation is done by 
a clocked AND gate which creates the correct carry-in 
of the upper 2 bits of the group, thus “skipping” the 
slower ripple-carry produced from the lower 2 bits. 

The summation in the upper and lower halves of the 
4-bit groups is done by T1 (toggle flip-flops with clocked 
output [24]) and clocked XOR gates. Trailing reset sig-
nals are used to clock theT1 and XOR gates in the Sum-
mation blocks. To facilitate high-speed on-chip testing, 
we designed 3 supplemental circuits, namely: a clock 
generator, input shift register, and output compressor. 
The clock generator uses a 16 pulse-train design where 
a single clock pulse is sequentially split 16 times and 
fed back into a ladder structure of confluence buffers. 
An appropriate number of JTL delays are inserted to 
achieve a particular range of clock frequencies. 

Two such structures are integrated into the clock gen-
erator to provide two frequency ranges:15–25.5 GHz, 
and 23.5–41 GHz. By adjusting the bias voltage of the 
clock generator, these two ranges cover the full spec-
trum of clock frequencies that the 16-bit adder is ex-
pected to operate at. The clock generator character-
istics were obtained through Verilog simulation using 
gate timing parameters from JJ circuit-level modeling. 
An additional one-input pulse, one-output pulse low-
frequency mode is also available. A 16-bit parallel-load/
parallel-output shift register provides test vectors to 
the inputs of the adder at high speed. The high-speed 
outputs of the adder are captured by the output com-
pressor to create an XOR signature of the results using 
T1gates. Verilog testbench simulations have been writ-
ten to verifyfunctional correctness and obtain frequen-
cy-dependent DC bias margins.

Fig. 2 shows that the 16-bit adder can operate up to38.5 
GHz. It has +20%/ − 16% DC bias margins at the target 
clock rate of 30 GHz.

RESULTS:
Simulation:

Fig 2 32-bit simulation result

Area report
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Timing report:

RTL diagram:

Fig 3 RTL diagram

CONCLUSION:

All test vectors in our test plan successfully produced 
the expected output for the low frequency testing of 
the first 32-bit adder chip. In the low frequency mode 
of operation of the second chip with high-frequency 
testing circuits, the serial output of the input shift reg-
ister showed several but not all bits functioning cor-
rectly for operand A. We have designed and tested the 
first 16-bit wave-pipelined sparse-tree adder.
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Second, they are used as keyre-synchronization ele-
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The clock generator uses a 16 pulse-train design where 
a single clock pulse is sequentially split 16 times and 
fed back into a ladder structure of confluence buffers. 
An appropriate number of JTL delays are inserted to 
achieve a particular range of clock frequencies. 

Two such structures are integrated into the clock gen-
erator to provide two frequency ranges:15–25.5 GHz, 
and 23.5–41 GHz. By adjusting the bias voltage of the 
clock generator, these two ranges cover the full spec-
trum of clock frequencies that the 16-bit adder is ex-
pected to operate at. The clock generator character-
istics were obtained through Verilog simulation using 
gate timing parameters from JJ circuit-level modeling. 
An additional one-input pulse, one-output pulse low-
frequency mode is also available. A 16-bit parallel-load/
parallel-output shift register provides test vectors to 
the inputs of the adder at high speed. The high-speed 
outputs of the adder are captured by the output com-
pressor to create an XOR signature of the results using 
T1gates. Verilog testbench simulations have been writ-
ten to verifyfunctional correctness and obtain frequen-
cy-dependent DC bias margins.

Fig. 2 shows that the 16-bit adder can operate up to38.5 
GHz. It has +20%/ − 16% DC bias margins at the target 
clock rate of 30 GHz.
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Timing report:

RTL diagram:

Fig 3 RTL diagram

CONCLUSION:

All test vectors in our test plan successfully produced 
the expected output for the low frequency testing of 
the first 32-bit adder chip. In the low frequency mode 
of operation of the second chip with high-frequency 
testing circuits, the serial output of the input shift reg-
ister showed several but not all bits functioning cor-
rectly for operand A. We have designed and tested the 
first 16-bit wave-pipelined sparse-tree adder.
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